
Dear Club Officials, 

As you are aware we have recently moved to a new online platform to manage club affiliation and 

membership. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all clubs and members for their 

enthusiasm and feedback. From January, all championship invitations and entries will be facilitated 

on the new system also.  

We are pleased to be able to offer clubs the opportunity to see all invitations and make entry 

payments on the same system. For now, it is just championship entries moving across to the new 

system. Pre-entries, stabling and hook-up will remain as they are now. 

There will be a transaction charge when making a championship entry - £1.50. This stays the same no 

matter how many entries you make. It is chargeable once, at checkout. 

The process will be slightly different when making entries, but don’t worry, we will be sending out 

instructions and the competitions team will be on hand to guide you through the process if needed.  

As we begin to use the new system, we will be making enhancements regularly and would love your 

feedback too.  

Initially invitations for the DTM and Introductory Championships will be the priority then other 

championships will follow, please bear with us while we get them processed. 

The team manager/relevant club role holder will be able to accept the invitation to confirm the 

intention to enter and will be able to enter teams and individuals without the need to fill in an entry 

form – it will all be through the system. The only exception to this will be the team volunteer forms 

which will be a future enhancement.  

If required, the team manager/relevant club role holder will be able to decline the invitation by 

clicking on a button within the invite, this will inform the BRC team who can then pass the invitation 

down to next competitor/team. 


